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The user of the new students is their 
university email account (not the NIF).

This user has been sent by SMS and / 
or by email to his personal email.

Another option to know the user is to 
run the process on the get password 
button, in the SIGMA self-enrollment.
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Please, for login, enter your user and password

User

Password

If you want to change your password
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Please, select Own Studies
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Please, select now Pre-enrollment
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Please, select now Pre-enrollment and fill in the blanckets. 
Some data may be filled in automatically as you have already completed it by self-enrollment

First name Passport Number

Pre-enrollment Procedures

New-pre enrollment

Click here to select a study Filter the search by typing the code 1483/1

Select this option
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Please, fill in now the next blanckets. You are in the section of Student Data
Some data may be filled in automatically as you have already completed it by self-enrollment
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Please, accept when all blanckets are completed
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Pre-enrolment academic data

Select the subjects from the table of available subjects shown below for pre-enrolment

Plese, add by 
clicking on the 
“plus” the subjects 
you are going to 
take depending on 
the course you are 
going to study. If you start your degree from the first 

course, you must select the subjects in 
which “Primero" appears.
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Here you will see the number of 
subjects and ECTS that you have 
enrolled in.
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At the end of the pre-enrollment you will receive a copy 
of your receipt by e-mail.

Cancel Accept

Please, accept when all 
subjects are completed
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH
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